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tipinformation: See massive report exposing the criminal conduct of over 200 persons in a wide criminal conspiracy. The letter and copy of CD with 134 emails sent to the corrupt Department of Community Affairs' Government Record Council received from the GRC in response to my OPRA request is
being copied and sent to the FBI HQ, USPS in Chicago, IL, Comptroller, Govt corruption and fraud bureau, corrupt OAC, corrupt ACJC, representatives in Congress and NJ Senate committees, the press,
witnesses that have been threatened, the public see http://thomascaggiano.com/111125corruptionexposed.pdf and remove lots of corrupt persons in the Department of Law and Public Safety, Division of
Law for Attorney General, Dept of Consumer Affairs and its infested Board of Engineers, Board of
Professional Planners as the 10 year Case Study has exposed the embedded corruption of the three
branches of the corrupt State of NJ Govt which is protected by the U.S. Attorney Eric Holder, JR, FBI
Director, US Attorney NJ Paul Fishman and of course the corrupt Gov and Lt Gov of NJ as the Chris
Christie Administration is the MOST corrupt in NJ History. Read George Washington's farewell address as he tells you how corrupt Senators and Congress is as he predicted the Civil War and the current state of a two party politicial system of lies, deciet where what's important is GREED as exposed
by the felon ex Gov Corzine and the collapse of MF Global as they can't find $600 million of client's
money the firm bet on European Bonds at a leverage of 40:1 of course Goldman Sacks runs the corruption mill and hide Greek Debt as the Banks are corrupt as one can get which is why we should eliminate the FED which has MORE Govt bonds based upon NOTHING then the Chinese. The rebellion of
WE the PEOPLE has now started to spread around the world as WE the 99% are fed up with the top
1% owning 40% of the U.S.A. So see http://thomascaggiano.com/111125corruptionexposed.pdf and
tell your corrupt lawyers there is NO place to hide as their corruption only gets more exposed with the
corruption of the so called Judges which are just polticial hacks in Black Robes as they are just part of
an organized gang of felons. Off to Sydney Australia soon so we can get as far away from the stench of
NJ as we can. NJ and YOU if your a felon. The most corrupt State in NOT only the USA but has an
embedded constitution of corruption with its appointment of judges that owe their allegence to corrupt
politicians for their jobs. Pathetic. Change the constitution of NJ to be like NV and NY == Elect Judges
by the People NOT appoint them by politicians as they are just their goons like the State police that hit
me repeatedly and also slammed me down from the back while handcuffed standing at the defense table AFTER I told them I was a witness to the so call State Police Official Corruption Bureau as the

State Police are nothing but hoods except for a few such as Sgt Eric Fowlkers who is exceptional. I
can't even get my own State police records. Just a pathetic State of absolute corruption pouring from
every department I communicated. So the CD is being copied with 134 emails and sent to the press,
federal senators, members of Congress and the Office of Personal Management Criminal Division
which is investigating the corrupt USA Department of Justice !! I certify the foregoing statements made
by me are true. I am aware that if any of the foregoing statements made by me are willfully false that I
am subject to punishment. Thomas Caggiano Nov 25, 2011 This will be filed on http://thomascaggiano.com/111125dcjcriminalreport.pdf The CAG
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